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Kevinʼs Fearless Forecast

BCG surveyed 6,000 CEOs. #1 issue 
is leadership development. #2 is talent 
management. Then come employee 
branding. Talent is the top concern.

















“Interdependent generations.” Boomers 45-65 run the show; they are 
moving on - 90 million. Gen X late 30s - 40s; cynical, small in number - 35 million; they 
care about work/life balance. Gen Y, also 90 million, lapping Gen X. Gen Y rewriting all 
the rules; digital natives; open, transparent, honest, focused on outcomes, do things that 
matter. 

Gen Y = Have it your way. 

Boomers overwhelmed with choices. Gen Y navigates this smoothly. 

Gen Y too big and powerful to change. Going from junior Gen Y to major league Gen Y. 
College grads. They demand their own jobs. One response: donʼt build a monolith; keep 
the company small. 

Workplace: any time, anywhere. For Gen Y, work should be fun. Y-ers naturally work with 
one another. Group work is the norm. They have no privacy. They are never alone. Itʼs a 
different world. 

Mobility plus: doesnʼt matter where you are. Work goes where it needs to be done. 
Market-drive world. 







Major trends

Big shift is movement from industry to innovation & creativity. Companies confused, 
learning as they go, realizing they donʼt know what they need. Technology, process, 
and talent are the drives that must come together. 

Age of collaboration and community (taking the place of competition). 

ITA is made of boomers who embrace Gen Y value set. 

Women make up 52% of all managers in the U.S.  





Rise of entrepreneurism. “I want to work for myself.” They are not getting married or 
having children; they have a tremendous amount of freedom. 

Few barriers to entry in this internet world. People start several companies, playing new-
venture Russian Roulette in hopes that one may flourish. This is analogous to myriad 
automobile companies when you could assemble one in your garage.

New organizational form. Downsize to CORE. Outsource finance, HR, other functions. 
Employees are the creative class. 

Henry Ford started with everything from his own iron mines and rubber trees through to 
dealerships. In time, he spun them out to the likes of U.S. Steel. 

Gen Y does not define prosperity in terms of finances. Itʼs choices. They grew up with tons 
of stuff. Their focus is a more noble goal: freedom. “I am rightsizing my life.”

Macro drivers of the 20th century were mass production, control, and manual systems. In 
the 21st century, itʼs individuality, transparency, and technology. Challenges are 
collaboration, privacy, and “humaness.” 

Jobs: whatʼs shrinking are the industrial age jobs: machine operators, administrative jobs, 
factory workers, middle management. No longer needed. Higher unemployment rate. 
Whatʼs stable is relatively unskilled, hard-to-automate things like bus drivers, janitors, 
policemen, firefighters, home health care. Growing are the creative class: writers, artists, 
doctors, professors, actors, engineers.



Schism in HR. Talent management & employee development are staying in-house. 
Other traditional HR functions are outsourced. SHERM is struggling because itʼs role is 
unclear.

Coping with too much information. Rely on your social network to filter and present it. 

We are tenting/using, not buying owning. “Sharing is crisp, clean, urbane, postmodern. 
Owning is dull, selfish, timid, backward.” Zip cars. Bike rentals. Couchsurfing. People 
are next: weʼll rent them.

Hacking Work will grow. Breaking stupid rules for smart results. 



Hacking Work will grow. Breaking stupid rules for smart 
results. 

Hacking Work: Breaking Stupid Rules for Smart Results

Layar - Careers And Jobs - shows available jobs within 
given radius.

Outsourcing jobs to ad hoc teams. 
Movie industry, operating room, etc. 
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The New How
Nilofer Merchant

experience economy. product of many players. Android designed in US, made in China, 
assembled in Portugal, serviced from India, marketed by people on Facebook.

















Verna Allee, The Great Game of Collaboration

Social maps will be standard in collaboration software within two years.

Boeing went from testing two planes/day to 46 via value networking.

Verna brings together knowledge, social capital, and networking.

How does your organization play the collaboration “game”?
•How do you effectively deploy people to collaborate?
•How do you support intangible value exchanges?
•How do you make the business case for collaboration?
•How are you contributing to a more collaborative, flexible and agile 
workplace in talent management?







































Think of talent as a shared global resources. What if talent acquisitionʼs role is 
resourcing the organization? A natural extension of sourcing. 

Profile your talent and your interest pool. 

Looking for employee? Outsourced? Contingent? 

IBM CityOne: come into our world











Personal Development
Metizo, The Personal Development Company

convert dreams to reality
gap between the two = depression
how do we help people succeed?

why is this the opportunity now? start with Richard Florida
this is the pinnacle of opportunity for change
over the next ten to twenty years, the world will reset and we are the resetters

gen y values:  meaningful work
hallmark of successful people from hitler & stalin
the motive of open source

globalization and multiculturalization in a global knowledge economy
how easy is it to stay married in cross-cultural marriages?
not nearly as bad as cross-class marriages

failure of education; public schools suck
60s: 60% of California college bill paid by taxes. now 17%
poor people have to mortgage their future to afford school

engagement is potential savior
put urban planning profs to work in real-world urban planning efforts
structural problem: universities donʼt control the faculty
why isnʼt the system working to satisfy the needs of students?



Bob Aubry

Why? Retention. Doing good for those who work for you. How to get them the experiences they need to have. 

This is the moment for personal mastery.

KDI = key development indicator

Metizo. No market in US? In France, Brazil, Australia, China, Singapore

Youʼd think personal development would be resident in universities. However, the interest is from business schools and 
businesses. Many German companies. Lots of interest in China. No interest in USA. 

How does this create human capital value? Innovation? Creativity? 

Decent work sums up the aspirations of people in their working lives -- their aspirations for opportunity and income; rights, 
voice and recognition; family stability and personal development; and fairness and gender equality. 

Personal enterprise. Gregg Vanourek. Life entrepreneurs. 

Life Dreams. People take stock and ask if theyʼve become the person they dreamed of.  

Does an organization have a right to know peopleʼs dreams? Bob with cross-cultural studies. Most people can identify some 
elements of their dreams but are not sure if the are the real or the right ones. 

How many dreams do you actually have? Three? Four? 

Nature of dreams. Job, career. Professional accomplishment. Lifestyle or state of happiness. Contribution to the world, a 
commitment. 

Most people think they will fulfill some of their dreams, not all. 

McGraw Hill book coming out November 15 provides all the tools. 













“I have a 
dream!”


































































